# PBL Reflection Journal

## PBL IN YOUR CLASSROOM

How would you describe PBL experiences in your classroom?

## GRADUATE VISION

What characteristics or traits do you want your graduates to possess?

## QUESTIONS/THOUGHTS

What questions do you have now? What are you thinking?

## AS A LEARNER

How did you feel as a LEARNER during the PBL experience?

## YOUR STUDENTS

What evidence can you use to support that experience as authentic learning?
To implement PBL in my classroom...

**START**
What do I need to START doing?

**STOP**
What do I need to STOP doing?

**CONTINUE**
What do I need to CONTINUE doing?

**IMPROVE**
What do I need to IMPROVE?
## DEFINE THE PROBLEM

Who?  
What?  
When?  
Where?  
Why?  

**Problem Statement:**

## EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: ROCKET LAUNCH

Record your notes and observations here:
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